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Today I have more random words to share for you, and like (almost) always, I didn’t 
skip any my online word generator came up with. But which of the following is best? 
There are some obvious words, there are some surprises, and some words have 
multiple meanings! Ok, plenty of meanings aren’t funny they’re not even truly 
interesting, but let’s start light! Super writing, let’s go!

Squeeze

I put squeeze so low on the list simply because of Bjorn Squeeze and his scummy 
gang. He really does give law abiding and loveable ESFPs a very bad name. Don’t 
worry too much though, few people will know for sure he’s that type. (I know it 
because I made him up - or did I?????) I’m just saying, Brad Pitt has been very 
confidently typed as ENTJ AND ISFP. They’re literally opposites!! That suggests 
even so called experts are basically clueless. So yeah, if you’re an ESFP be secretly 
embarrassed but only fearful of rejection if go around telling everybody! It’s nothing 
to be proud of. 

Disturbance

I’m not an anarchic punk, so I’m not into disturbances. Still, I prefer them over Bjorn 
and his scummy gang, who have coincidentally caused some very serious 
disturbances. Coincidentally again, Bjorn has some serious mental disturbances, 
too. (Classic antisocial). But that’s no excuse. However, if he was even more 
disturbed and was criminally insane, that WOULD be an excuse in the eyes of the 
law at least and he’d get a lighter sentence. By that I mean he’d go to a mental home 
instead and if it’s anything like mine was, he’d get rudimentary steel drum lessons! 
Having said that, he may never be released, so he better like reggae.

Draft

Writing drafts is often boring. BUT, if I was given the choice of writing a draft and 
being mentally disturbed, I’d choose the draft. Even if I had to do a draft that is fairly 
long. You have to weigh up the pros and cons. Not to be confused with draughts of 
air which are very nice, unless they’re too cold and they freeze your nose off. Not 
really worth it, is it?

Pardon

Who says ‘pardon me’? Say ‘what?’ like a real person. Not ‘What the hell??’, that’s 
rude. MAYBE that’s a good phrase to use if you’re a policeman wanting to appear 
badass, but dear God don’t say that in a job interview. Maybe saying ‘what the hell 
am I here for?’ is worse, and I would know. I’ve applied for jobs I’ve had absolutely 
NO interest in, for example a security guard in an airport. They were desperate 
times. If plain ‘what’ is too rude for you, how about ‘I’m sorry?’ But pardon me? Or ‘I 
beg your pardon?’ Queen Victoria died ages ago! How about this for a compromise? 
‘I beg your pudding’! I loved it the instant I heard it. Absolutely incredible. 

Instinct

I have great instincts. I know when and when not to say ‘I beg your pudding’ for 
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example. Say it to a friend, don’t say it to a judge. The more serious the sentencing, 
the worse the use of the phrase. I also have a good instinct when it comes to good 
writing: The crazier the better! THAT’S the secret of comedy - James! Having said 
that, I’ve had no real feedback on my writing, so actually, maybe me writing about 
him makes me look weird and let’s face it, unstable. 

Fantasy

I find real life is better than fantasy, the reason being is that I mainly fantasise about 
pizza. When I’m not doing that, I’m eating it which is obviously better. Even so, nice 
fantasies! Better than instincts. Imagine if you had no instincts! Terrible right? Yeah, 
well imagine no pizza. 

Laser

We’re getting really cool, now. Lasers may not be able to light a whole room, but they 
CAN light a millimetre wide circle about a mile away. Can a lightbulb light something 
up about a mile away? If it could, I’d imagine it would blind you which is worse than 
no pizza. It might even burn you to death. Who likes lightbulbs that much and more 
importantly, why?

Creation

As cool as lasers are, they can’t create things. Other than beams of light of course. 
The pizza I created in secondary school was genuinely disgusting, borderline 
upsetting even, but some of my creations I’m pretty proud of. I’ve written more about 
palindromes than you can possibly imagine and I’m only learning more about them. 
Never give up your passion, even if you are annoying others! I really am. 

Restaurant 

Oh no. I can’t write more about pizza can I? You know the feeling in school when 
you’ve done no work and have a deadline coming up? That’s how I feel right now. Or 
to be more specific, the feeling where you HAVE done work, but it’s not about what 
you’ve been told to do. I’ll never forget it. I really have to get my act together. Sure 
there’s nothing stopping me from improving the prior writing and I have no deadlines, 
but I mean, pizza and palindromes? I think they’re great! So actually, let’s keep that 
stuff. Still, let’s not mention pizza again. So, I like getting curries! Just not as much 
as pizza. Dammit!

Dividends 

Dividends have to top fooderies because you can use dividends (money, right? I’m 
not 100% sure) to buy meals or indeed anything you want. Mostly I buy meals, 
however I buy CDs too! That’s basically it for now. You know what I’d really like? A 
pet gerbil. And expensive shoes. And maybe some superglue. And a snorkel. 

Brake

Let’s face facts, brakes may be boring but they really are essential. Snorkels may 
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may cool, but what would you rather have in your car? (Ok, I really mentioned 
snorkels to be random, not because I want them. Got you! Great writing - filled with 
surprises). I’d also rather have brakes in my car than CDs, gerbils or pizzas. If I had 
all those things at the same time, though? Party time.  

Eternal

Imagine an eternal restaurant! Imagine eternal Italian meals made with dough, 
tomato sauce and cheese. You know that super fresh smell you get after opening a 
new bundle of socks, etc.? Even an eternity of that would have its benefits. ‘But it 
would get boring!’ Yes, but imagine if you didn’t get bored. Never ending positivity 
and snug thoughts. 

To conclude, of COURSE I put squeeze last. You wouldn’t want an eternity of him, 
but in the eternity I discussed you get to choose what you want to last forever. Thank 
God for that. Reassuringly, I’m a practical guy and placed great importance on 
brakes. You have to be careful writing monologues such as these, as make a dumb 
ranking and you get sectioned. How’s it going to look if you show your creative 
writing to a mental health professional and you say you think lasers are better than 
brakes? You’re going to crash, you’re going to jail and if that wasn’t bad enough, the 
other prisoners will laugh at you. Do you want the humiliating nickname ‘idiot car 
crash laser boy with a stupid face’? It’s not even catchy yet it would be detailed and 
true, making the pain worse. And on that important note… bye!


